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• Interactive Lecture 
• Activity  
• Present and discuss 
• Reflective exercise 
• Q&A

Today’s class



• Six leadership styles 
• Examples 
• Impacts 

• Emotional intelligence competencies

Last lecture



• How to lead in a challenging situation? 

Motivating questions



• Populist leaders 
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=8pnmMxbEjdc

Motivating Example 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8pnmMxbEjdc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8pnmMxbEjdc


• Many problems with no adequate response  
• Examples: poverty, drug abuse, racial prejudice, 

environmental pollution 
• Stresses build up, a sense of urgency 

• Look to authorities for answers they can’t provide 
• Fake the remedy. Eg. Trade war 
• Vicious cycle 

• What are the biggest challenges in your country? 
• How are people dealing with these challenges? 

Challenging times 



• The flight to authority is dangerous 
• Work avoidance in response to biggest 

problems  
• Disables most important personal and 

collective resources  
• Examples around you?

The Danger



• Technical problems 
• Necessary knowledge about them already has 

been developed 

• Legitimised set of procedures and role 
authorisations 
• Authority systems already know how to 

respond. 

Authority Systems Work: Technical Problems



• Technical situations (Type I situations) 
• e.g. A person has an infections. A doctor 

prescribes antibiotic  
• A patient depend on the doctor’s knowhow 
• The doctor depends on the patient’s trust, 

satisfaction and payment  
• One can actually go to somebody and get it fixed 

• More examples?

Technical Situations



• Type II situations 
• Patient with heart disease. Doctor’s technical 

answers need the patient to implement  

• Expertise: Substantive knowledge and the 
ability to help the patient to do the work 
that only he can do. 

• More examples?

Adaptive Situations



• Type III situations 
• Chronic illness and impending death  
• The problem definition is not clear cut and 

the technical fixes are not available  
• More examples?

Adaptive Situations



• The patient’s diagnosis is an advanced stage of 
cancer 
• Is the primary problem the cancer? 
• If so, how will the resource and attention be 

located? 

The Case of Cancer



• In fact, cancer is a condition. Only part of the 
problem. 
• The patient’s real work 
• Facing and making adjustments to harsh 

reality 
• Reflect on your life and share your story 



Types of Situations_ Medical Examples
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everyone involved to concentrate on finding solutions to the cancer,
thus diverting their attention from the real work at hand. The pa-
tient's real work consists of facing and making adjustments to harsh
realities that go beyond his health condition and that include several
possible problems: making the most out of his life; considering what
his children may need after he is gone; preparing his wife, parents,
loved ones, and friends; and completing valued professional tasks.
Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of the three types of situ-

ations.

Table 1. Situational Types

Primary locus
Problem Solution and of responsibility

Situation definition implementation for the work Kind of work

Type I Clear Clear Physician Technical

Type II Clear Requires Physician Technical
learning and patient and adaptive

Type III Requires Requires Patient> Adaptive
learning learning physician

Unfortunately, neither doctors nor patients are inclined to differ-
entiate between technical and adaptive work. Indeed, the harsher the
reality, the harder we look to authority for a remedy that saves us
from adjustment. By and large, we want answers, not questions.
Even the toughest individual tends to avoid realities that require
adaptive work, searching instead for an authority, a physician, to
provide the way out. And doctors, wanting deeply to fulfill the
yearning for remedy, too often respond willingly to the pressures we
place on them to focus narrowly on technical answers.
The doctor in the following case faced exactly these pressures.

Buchanan's Illness
Steve Buchanan was 42 years old when he noticed a pain in his back
below the ribs on the right side.10 It was the fall of 1985, and Steve,



• Identify the adaptive challenges 
• Gap between aspirations and reality 
• Aware that existing technical expertise could not solve the 

problem  
• Shift from giving authoritative solutions to a plan for managing 

people’s adaptive problem-solving  
• Regulate the level of distress 

• Improvise as actions generated from learning 
• Keep attention focused on relevant issues 
• Devise a strategy that shift responsibility for the problem to the 

primary stakeholder.  

Lead in Adaptive Situations



• Provide a holding environment for containing the 
stresses 
• Command and direct attention 
• Access to information 
• Control over the flow of information 
• The power of frame issues 
• The means to orchestrate conflict 
• Power to choose the decision making process

Resource for Leadership



• Holding environment  
• Consists of any relationship in which one 

party has the power to hold the attention of 
another party and facilitate adaptive work

Managing the Holding Environment 



• The authority’s strategic task 
• Redirect attention from her person and role 

to the issues that are generating distress

Directing Attention



• The risk: people do not want to the facts or 
hear contrary points of view 
• One has to communicate with subtlety, taking 

into the particularities of people, their network 
of support, and harshness of the news

Access to information



• The ripeness of an issue  

• Identify which issues are currently generating a 
widespread feeling of urgency.  
• Urgency, well framed, promotes adaptive work.  
• If there are several urgent issues in a community, 

one has to weigh the competing issues to determine 
which should be tackled in what sequence 

• The most direct way to ripen the issue  

• the authority figure to take authoritative action on it

Managing Information and Framing Issues



• the power to arbitrate among stakeholders when 
conflicts arise 
• bring to the surface conflicting views

Orchestrating Conflicting Perspectives 



• One must decide on the presence and relevance 
of conflict, and whether and how to unleash it. 
• Autocratic mode vs participative mode 
• One becomes more autocratic when the issue is 

likely to overwhelm the group

Choosing the Decision Making Process



• Hand out the case of Buchanan 
• What type of situation was Buchanan family 

face initially? 
• How did Parson exercise leadership? 
• How did they transform Type III into Type II 

and Type I? 

Activity 



• Holding environment  
• Consists of any relationship in which one party 

has the power to hold the attention of another 
party and facilitate adaptive work 
• Parsons’s relationship with the Buchannas:  
• Trust  
• A matter of predictability along two 

dimensions: value and skill

Managing the Holding Environment 



• The authority’s strategic task 
• Redirect attention from her person and role 

to the issues that are generating distress 
• Parsons 
• Shift attention away from technical issues of 

medical treatment and direct toward to hard 
questions of adaptive change

Directing Attention



• The risk: people do not want to the facts or 
hear contrary points of view 
• One has to communicate with subtlety, taking 

into the particularities of people, their network 
of support, and harshness of the news

Access to information



• Parson: decides which issues her patients were ready to face and 
then faming those issues her patients could proceed 
• The ripeness of an issue  

• Identify which issues are currently generating a widespread 
feeling of urgency.  
• Urgency, well framed, promotes adaptive work.  
• If there are several urgent issues in a community, one has to 

weigh the competing issues to determine which should be 
tackled in what sequence 

• The most direct way to ripen the issue  

• the authority figure to take authoritative action on it

Managing Information and Framing Issues



• Parson 
• the power to arbitrate among her professional 

colleagues when conflicts arose as a respected 
outsider 
• to call the family and bring to the surface 

conflicting views about how they should respond 
to Steve's illness. 

Orchestrating Conflicting Perspectives 



• One must decide on the presence and relevance of 
conflict, and whether and how to unleash it. 
• Autocratic mode vs participative mode 
• One becomes more autocratic when the issue is 

likely to overwhelm the group 
• Parsons: shifted from an autocratic model to a 

participative style over time as the family 
adjusted to the painful possibility of their 
situation and developed capacity to face them.

Choosing the Decision Making Process


